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Abstract—Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are becoming increasingly widespread in today’s industrialised world, with
research shifting towards cooperative control between multiple vehicles. Cooperative control between AUVs poses a number of
challenges such as collision-avoidance, path-planning and group formation. This paper presents a novel 3D technique for the
purposes of inspecting underwater structures using autonomous vehicles. Vehicles are navigated using a combination of traditional
artificial potential fields (APFs) and rotational potential fields (RPFs) which are employed using 2D sub-planes in a concertina
effect to provide full boundary coverage and inspection of submerged architectures. Vehicles are freed from the usual angular
constraints associated with group strategies whilst moving in a fluid formation, reducing computational load. Simulation results
show the effectiveness of the technique on two different-sized structures, providing varying customised levels of inspection and
successful collision-free journeys throughout with minimal path length.
Keywords - autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), artificial potential fields (APFs), rotational potential fields (RPFs), cooperative
control, underwater inspection, mapping and surveying

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s society autonomous vehicles are becoming in-
creasingly commonplace with rapid developments in computing
power opening up many exciting avenues in the field of
robotics. News items on autonomous road vehicles and airborne
drones regularly portray their amalgamation into everyday life.
Yet despite these advancements, the underwater world, rich
in biodiversity and a vast expanse of unexplored structures,
remains under-utilised. From this perspective, the scope for
underwater vehicle use remains almost boundless.

The first real developments in the field of AUVs began in
the 1980s following the increase of low-powered computers
coupled with improved software capabilities. Research funding
increased during the 1990s, and the advent of the 21st century
heralded a new age of underwater exploration, when the
commercial market began to grow. AUVs range from huge,
multi-million dollar behemoths weighing over 60 tonnes (used
for large scale industrial projects) [1], right down to small
hand-held models designed for hobbyists with a price tag
of just a few hundred dollars [2]. Uses are widespread,
covering different fields of interest, for example, scientific
applications include water quality testing, data-gathering, off-
shore mapping, marine biology inspection etc. [3], industrial
and commercial applications (dominated by the oil and gas
industry [4]) include the inspection of underwater structures
such as oil rigs and pipelines [5], and the military use them
for intelligence-gathering, communications, navigation and
eradicating underwater mines [6] to name a few. Recently
there has been an increase in popularity for small, inexpensive

models, and concerns are being raised as to the impact on the
underwater environment [7].

Over the past number of years, the great need for multiple
AUVs (MAUVs) working together within a cooperative frame-
work has been highlighted following crises such as the BP oil
spill disaster in 2010 [8] and the tragic disappearance (and
subsequently, so far unsuccessful search) of Malaysia Airlines
flight MH370 in 2014 [9]. MAUVs are now a very viable
prospect given today’s technology, along with developments
in communications, and research is growing in this area.
Alongside exploration and crisis management a great number
of man-made underwater structures exist requiring regular
inspection. Currently hundreds of offshore rigs are dotted
around the planet, dedicated to the acquisition of fossil fuels
such as oil and natural gas, with at least 184 in the North
Sea alone [10]. It should be expected that the recent drive
towards clean and renewable energy sources would reduce the
number of rigs offshore, however, due to the size and aesthetics
of turbines, wind-farms are now being placed in the sea in
an effort to preserve the countryside. The United Kingdom
currently leads the world in per capita generation, producing 5%
of its annual electricity requirements from at least 20 offshore
farms, a percentage expected to double by 2020 [11]. Given
that the cost of a single turbine can be in excess of £3.25
million [12], it is imperative to perform regular inspections,
ensuring continued efficiency whilst reducing long-term costs.

In parallel with industrial expansion, grand ideas are currently
in development to ease the burden of over-population in certain
regions of the world by constructing large floating cities. Studies



are ongoing to produce these permanent communities off the
coasts of existing nations, providing unique living environments
in close proximity to land borders [13]. Combining this with
the vast number of piers, jetties and wharfs across the globe,
alongside natural underwater structures, one can see that the
need for MAUV groups will increase significantly in line with
both industrial and social development.

The cooperative control framework around multiple vehicles
contains a number of prominent challenges including collision
avoidance (both intra and inter-vehicle), localisation and
communications. As a vehicle’s depth increases it is forced to
rely on dead-reckoning techniques (or periodic resurfacing) to
keep an accurate track of its position, as the water’s surface acts
as a barrier to GPS. Underwater communication is limited and
severely attenuated by salinity levels and low bandwidth, these,
coupled with multi-path echoing pose challenges to real-time
reception [14]. Power and energy consumption during long-term
missions, alongside operation within the confines of a dynamic
and uncertain environment, can lead to vehicle failure or loss.
Collision avoidance is also a major area, and essential for
improved autonomy and mission success. Challenges within this
field include inter-vehicle collisions within group formations
alongside both static and dynamic obstacles. Path-planning
and guidance are additional spheres within which solid design
consideration is a necessity. Thus, to enable true cooperation
between platforms, proper design of control architecture is
essential.

II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

To overcome the challenges listed above, a number of
techniques and control architectures have been developed in
recent years. These can be broadly classified into two main
categories - centralised and decentralised. In the centralised
architecture, each vehicle is linked to a central controller
and periodically receives information pertaining to the current
mission, whereas in the decentralised architecture, independent
agents generally act alone, whilst maintaining communication
links to some or all of the other agents. The two categories
are not mutually exclusive and may include aspects of either
area, depending on a range of factors such as fleet size,
sensor range and mission objectives to name a few. The
above techniques are further classified into three broad fields -
behaviour-based, leader-follower and virtual structures (falling
into both centralised and decentralised domains and/or a mix
of the two).

Behaviour-based: inspired by the animal world, vehicles
operating under this model generally perform sense-and-react
manoeuvring. Behavioural rules vary dramatically in both scope
and speed and depend upon a range of variables linked to
mission objectives, working environment, vehicle capabilities
etc. Rule prioritisation is often organised by the assignment
of iterative cost functions. One successful application of the
behaviour-based strategy has been made in the modelling of
fish schooling behaviour [15].

Leader-follower: a single vehicle (or vehicles), programmed
with path-planning or guidance capabilities leads a group of

follower agents towards a point of interest. Cost reduction
can be considerable as followers are generally only concerned
with their position relative to the leader, requiring less complex
hardware. A leader vehicle may transmit concurrent coordinates
to each follower or remain independent, and certain followers
can be suitably equipped to replace leader vehicles for system
robustness in the case of leader failure [16].

Virtual Structures: MAUVs often group into a rigid for-
mation or shape which then moves in its entirety through an
environment towards a goal position. An imaginary vehicle may
be employed for this technique, placed at a strategic position
within the group, enabling all others to maintain a specified
distance and angle from it to preserve the formation [17].

A. Artificial Potential Fields

In the 1980s, research by O. Khatib guided a vehicle to an
intended goal, whilst avoiding obstacles, using the analogy of
a potential field. A combination of repulsive fields surrounding
obstacles, coupled with an attraction at the intended goal
position (creating an overall field), was used to guide the
agent [18].

An attractive field towards the goal position was created
using Equation 1

Uxd(x) =
1

2
k(x− xd)2 (1)

where Uxd(x) is the attractive potential field from the goal,
x is the current position of the agent, xd is desired goal and k
is a scaling factor.

To ensure a collision-free journey, repulsive fields were
formed around obstacles to prevent collisions using Equation
2.

Uo(x) =

{ 1
2η(

1
ρ −

1
ρo
)2 if ρ ≤ ρo

0 if ρ ≥ ρo
(2)

where Uo(x) is the repulsive force around each obstacle,
ρo is the limit distance of the potential field, ρ is the shortest
distance from vehicle to obstacle O whilst η is a scaling factor.

The popularity and use of APFs has fluctuated over the
decades but, being computationally inexpensive, they have
been used in a number of different areas and also enhanced
to include multiple vehicles [19]. A limited number of papers
have extended their use into three-dimensional work for both
airborne [20], and underwater vehicles [21]. A frequently
reported issue with this method is when attractive and repulsive
forces combine to produce a null force, leading the vehicle
to become trapped in a local minimum and remain in a static
position. A further issue prevents a goal position being reached
due to a near-by obstacle and is commonly known as the
GNRON problem (goal nonreachable by obstacles nearby).
Various solutions to solve these problems have been proposed,
such as simulated annealing [22] or the creation of a nearby
virtual object [?].
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B. Rotational Potential Fields

Rotational potential fields (RPFs), a variant of APFs, have
also been employed to solve the local minima problem
by driving vehicles around obstacles in a circular manner.
Clockwise or anticlockwise fields are created using tangential
vectors in place of direct repulsion (see Fig 1), the force of
which increases as vehicle distance-to-obstacle decreases.

Fig. 1: Original Potential Fields vs Rotational Potential Fields
[23]

RPFs, by their very nature, work most efficiently within
a two dimensional plane, and research has mainly been
focused in this area. For example, in [24] a single ground-
based, wheeled robot is guided towards a goal within a 2D
environment, while RPFs guide it around obstacles on a
nearest-edge basis. Work involving multiple vehicles also
tends to focus on the guidance of rigid vehicle structures.
For instance, in [25] the entire vehicle formation is guided
towards a goal without splitting (on a 2D plane), using RPFs
for obstacle avoidance. In [26], use is made of a virtual
vehicle to guide a rigid 2D group of vehicles to an intended
target, which meets an obstacle head on before splitting and
recombining. Extending the technique into three dimensions,
in [27] a single unmanned aircraft uses rotational fields to
avoid obstacles, again on a nearest-edge basis.

This paper presents a novel technique allowing rotational
fields to be employed within a three dimensional environment
for the purposes of inspecting the supporting columns of
an off-shore oil platform. A pair of vehicles are guided by
traditional APFs in a fluid formation before surveying each
column in turn using a concertina effect, where both vehicles
switch between an R2 subplane within R3, allowing guidance
by opposing RPFs. Rotational fields significantly reduce the
issue of local minima and adjustable waypoints (to increase or
decrease the diameter of the circular field) tackle the GNRON
problem. In addition, a rigid structure is dispensed with in
favour of a fluid formation (where vehicle separation is the only
inter-dependent constraint), eliminating the need for a virtual
vehicle thus reducing overall computational load. Vehicles
will employ both attractive and repulsive fields to maintain a
pre-determined separation without angular constraints. Every
column is surveyed to a user-definable level of accuracy, with
path minimisation prioritised to conserve power and reduce
costs. The technique can be utilised for different sized structures
at varying depths.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section
III explains the foundational work including object survey
by a fluid vehicle formation using opposing RPFs within a
three dimensional environment. Section IV details the proposed
methodology, covering column inspection order, waypoint
placement, user-adjustable survey parameters and forming
suitable R2 sub-planes. Section V displays simulated results on
two different sized structures using varying defined inspection
parameters. Section VI covers analysis of the simulation results
with the conclusion following in Section VII.

III. MATHEMATICAL THEORY

While research involving RPFs in three dimensions is limited,
it has been previously shown by the authors that opposing
rotational fields can be employed by a pair of vehicles for
object survey within a three dimensional environment [?]. For
convenience the main findings in [?] will form the rest of this
section along with a relevant selection of the results as it forms
an integral component of this new technique (for a full account
of the method including waypoint placement and numerical
results etc. please refer directly to the paper).

A. Object Survey in R3 using Opposing Rotational Fields

A pair of vehicles are guided by traditional APFs towards
each object of interest in turn. As vehicles approach the object
boundary they are split and utilise rotational fields, which guide
them around opposing sides for survey purposes.

Traditional Fields: Potential fields work using a gradient
descent method i.e. an attractive pole acts in a similar manner
to an energy well, driving vehicles towards its lowest point.
Repulsive fields can be imagined as ‘rounded hills’ protruding
from this energy well, for the purpose of obstacle avoidance. At
each coordinate within the working environment, the negative
gradient can be determined and there are many variations on
the original equations. Attractive and repulsive vectors are
then summed at each point to produce an overall force vector.
Attractive goals or waypoints can be described by using the
gradient equation (3)

Fattwi
(x) = −∇Uattwi

(x) = ka(x− xwi
) (3)

where Fattwi
(x) is the attractive force vector due to waypoint

i acting on the coordinates x in a three-dimensional Euclidean
space R3 (herein after referred to as a point or position),
−∇Uattwi

(x) is the negative gradient due to the attractive force
of waypoint i at the point x, ka is a force scaling factor and
xwi is the position of waypoint i.

Repulsion, radiating isotropically from a point, can be
described by (4), where the force is a factor of the squared
distance between the vehicle and repulsive centre.

Frepoi (x) = −∇Urepoi (x) = kr(x− xoi)d
−3/2 (4)

where Frepoi (x) is the repulsive force vector due to object
i acting at the point x, −∇Urepoi (x) is the negative gradient
due to the repulsive force of object i at the point x, kr is a
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force scaling factor, xoi is the position of object i and d is the
shortest distance between the vehicle and object.

A number of points are used within R3 to approximate the
shape of an object’s surface. Each of these acts as a point-
source repulsion in its own right, and the combined sum of
vector forces serves as an overall repulsion at each coordinate
within R3. However, it should be noted that this combined
force is only employed within a distance threshold of the object
surface, and is described by (5)

Frepores(x) = −∇U
rep
ores(x) ={ ∑po=m

po=1 kr(xNi
− xoi)d

−3/2
po if dpo ≤ roi

0 if dpo > roi
(5)

where Frepores(x) is the overall resultant force vector acting
on a point x due to the sum of every repulsive vector
emanating from a set of m points on the surface of an object
O, −∇Urepores(x) represents the negative gradient due to this
resultant force, kr is a force scaling factor, xNi is the position
of vehicle i ∈ N (where N is the set of vehicles), xoi is a
point on the surface of the object, dpo is the distance from the
vehicle to the current object surface point and roi is the range
of influence of object repulsion.

Rotational Fields: In order to achieve clockwise and anti-
clockwise fields around each object, tangential force vectors
were formed on the x− y, R2 plane. To accomplish this, each
resultant force vector radiating isotropically from an object
(Frepores - determined from Equation 5), is broken down into its
x, y & z component vectors. As opposing rotational fields are
only achieved on a 2D plane, the z component is removed,
leaving the x & y vectors. These two vectors are then either
summed or subtracted in order to create the rotational fields
around the object.

B. Fluid Formation

A novel approach was used which dispensed with the need
for a rigid structure and/or a virtual vehicle. The lack of need
for angular constraint produces a more fluid flow, yet ensures
vehicles maintain an approximate separation distance when not
in surveying mode. Depending on the distance between v1 &
v2, APF Equations 3 & 4 are used to assign either an attractive
or repulsive force to v2, which then acts upon v1 depending
on the desired separation, sv , set by the user.

C. Object Survey

As the vehicle pair approaches each object, v1 & v2 must
each be assigned an opposing rotational field to ensure that
the entire item of interest is encircled. In the case of each
vehicle pair, three vectors as depicted in Fig 2 are used to
determine which field is assigned to each vehicle during a
survey, 1) #      »oiwi from object centre to the current waypoint, 2)
#     »oiv1 from object centre to vehicle 1, and 3) #     »oiv2 from object
centre to vehicle 2. In Fig 2, angles α & θ are measured in
a clockwise direction from #     »oiv2 & #     »oiv1 to #      »oiwi respectively
and compared in magnitude. The vehicle with the largest angle
is then assigned an anticlockwise direction around the object.

In every instance both vehicles are allocated opposing fields,
regardless of their direction of travel (in the rare case where
vehicles approach using the same angle, each is arbitrarily
assigned its own field of rotation).

Fig. 2: Calculation of angle for assignment of rotational fields
(Note: vectors shown are for the purposes of field assignment
and do not denote direction of vehicle travel)

D. Translating Between R3 and R2

The use of rotational fields in the x− y plane disrupts the
smooth trajectory of a vehicle within R3, as seen in Fig 3.

Fig. 3: Example of x− y rotational fields within R3

Fig 3 above shows a vehicle pair encircling two objects
before arriving at a goal position. In the case of object 1, a
near-horizontal approach shows a relatively smooth trajectory
around the object’s boundary. The approach towards object 2,
however, takes a much steeper angle: it can be seen that the
trajectory of both vehicles around the object is impaired by the
horizontal repulsion. The technique therefore created a unique
local 2D plane around each object within which a smooth
rotation can be achieved. The local 2D plane in question is
determined when both vehicles enter the range of influence of
the rotational fields, and it lies on the points connecting the
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object centre with v1 & v2. Creating a two dimensional plane
within a 3D environment, whereby coordinates can be easily
interchanged between the two, involves a number of steps. To
illustrate this, the case of two vehicles (v1 & v2) and an object
(Oi) within R3 will be used. The 2D plane will be formed
such that v1, v2 and Oi all lie upon it simultaneously.

The steps involve creating a transformation matrix, enabling
coordinates to be converted from R3 (the global reference
frame) onto the R2 plane (local reference frame). Let both
vehicles have coordinates v1 = (v1x , v1y , v1z ) & v2 =
(v2x , v2y , v2z ) and object Oi = (Oix , Oiy , Oiz ).

1) Creating Local Reference Frame: Step 1: move object
to the centre of the new origin i.e.
O′i = (0−Oix , 0−Oiy , 0−Oiz ) = (−Oix ,−Oiy ,−Oiz )

Step 2: apply the same shift to v1 & v2 i.e. v′1 = (v1x −
Oix , v1y−Oiy , v1z−Oiz ) & v′2 = (v2x−Oix , v2y−Oiy , v2z−
Oiz )

To successfully translate between reference frames, three
new axes within the local environment are required to represent
the translated x, y & z coordinates. These are assigned by the
formation of three unit vectors (using both vehicle and objects
from the global frame) as in Step 3 below.

Step 3: the first unit vector is formed by the normalisation
of the vector between Oi and v1, and acts as the x-axis of the
new local frame.

t̂ =
(v′1 −O′i)
|(v′1 −O′i)|

(6)

Step 4: taking the normalisation of the cross product of t̂
and the vector between Oi & v2 gives a vector orthogonal to
t̂ which acts as the y-axis of the new local frame.

n̂ =
t̂× (v′1 −O′i)
|(̂t× (v′1 −O′i))|

(7)

Step 5: the local frame z-axis is formed from the unit vector
of the cross product between t̂ and n̂.

b̂ =
(̂t× n̂)

|(̂t× n̂)|
(8)

2) Transformation Matrices: To translate coordinates from
R3 onto the R2 plane, a transformation matrix can be deter-
mined, such that multiplying R3 coordinates with the matrix
produces the new coordinates in R2.

Step 6: translation to the new x, y & z-axes is performed
using the unit vectors, which are combined to produce the new
Global→Local transformation matrix, as given by Equation 9.

G =

t̂x b̂x n̂x
t̂y b̂y n̂y
t̂z b̂z n̂z

 (9)

Step 7: let P denote the current position of a vehicle in R3

and Ob the position of an object O. Before translation, the
position of O must be subtracted from P: Ps = P - Ob.

Step 8: G is now used to translate coordinates from the
global to the local plane.[

Ps′
]
=
[
G
] [
Ps
]

(10)

Step 9: the vehicle’s position is converted back from R2

into R3 using the transpose of G.[
Ps
]
=
[
GT
] [
Ps′
]

(11)

Step 10: finally the object coordinates Ob are added to Ps
to give its true position within R3.

E. Main Findings

The MATLAB software package was used to test the
validity of the proposed approach, and compared it against
a similar method employing a purely horizontal repulsive
force surrounding each object. A scenario was utilised within
which a pair of vehicles were given the task of surveying five
objects (around opposite sides of their boundaries) in a 3D
environment. To fully evaluate the method, the objects are such
arranged that the vertical ascent of both vehicles is increased
throughout their journey. It is assumed that each vehicle has
omnidirectional movement with six degrees of freedom and a
negligible turning radius. Vehicles operate at a constant velocity
within a disturbance free environment, thus the only threats
are either object or inter-vehicle collisions.

The scenario described above was performed first using
horizontal repulsion for the rotational fields, then followed by
the proposed technique involving 2D sub-planes, the results
are shown below in Figs 4 & 5 respectively.

Fig. 4: The survey of five objects using horizontal rotational
fields

Figs 4 and 5 show the effectiveness of the method and prove
that a constant and definable distance can be maintained from
an object surface regardless of approach direction, ideal for
inspection missions. It was also established that journey time
was reduced by 40% using the R2 planes (see [?] for full
experimental results with numerical analysis).
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Fig. 5: The survey of five objects using 2D sub-planes

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT WITH PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY

A major problem with the survey of underwater structures
involving more than one vehicle is ensuring vehicles are
appropriately guided and positioned throughout the journey to
provide a full inspection whilst minimising the path length.
Appropriate inter-vehicle distances must be maintained, coupled
with a pre-specified distance from all structural surfaces for
collision prevention. In the case of an offshore oil rig platform
for example, the inspection of each supporting column must by
necessity cover the span of its entire depth below the surface.
To achieve this, vehicles are guided to each column in turn
using traditional APFs whilst opposing RPFs are used in order
to guide vehicles in R2 sub-planes up and down each column
using a concertina effect (with the distance-to-surface and
number of loops determined by the user).

Using RPFs in this unconventional manner allows a pair
of vehicles to cover an entire column surface using only this
concertina or looping effect. The main advantage of rotational
fields is the minimisation of the local minima problem, while
the GNRON issue is eliminated by adjustable waypoints.
Adjustable parameters allow for varying object sizes and inter-
vehicle forces are such as to hold a fluid formation yet permit
splitting for boundary inspection.

To provide a detailed description of the technique, an
example will be used of a square, four-platform offshore oil
rig platform. Initial parameters need to be set i.e. inter-vehicle
distance, number of loops around each column and preferred
distance-to-surface for inspection. A pair of vehicles (v1 and
v2) will swim to the nearest edge (top or bottom) of the closest
column before looping in a concertina effect around its entire
length. Both vehicles then swim to the next closest column and
the method is repeated until a full survey has been concluded.

Challenges: A number of new challenges are faced with
a ground-based structure using a two-vehicle R2 sub-plane
approach to ensure full survey capabilities while reducing path
length and preventing collisions:

(A) Choosing the order in which legs are surveyed for path
minimisation.

(B) Ensuring vehicle waypoints are positioned appropriately
for movement to the next leg in turn.

(C) Allowing adjustable survey parameters e.g. how many
times each leg is circled along its depth, distance from
column surface etc.

(D) Creating a suitable survey plane within R2 to prevent
collision with columns.

A number of steps are taken to tackle these challenges in
turn as outlined below:

A. Column order for path minimisation

Reducing path length conserves energy and diminishes the
potential for problems such as faults and collisions. As each
column will be scanned in turn it is important to determine
the order in which this is performed to ensure a structured
approach. Vehicles can scan columns by moving upwards or
downwards therefore it is logical to measure the distance to
either the base or top of the structure depending on v1’s initial
position to reduce its journey. At the start of each mission the
depth of v1 is measured (e.g. with an IMU or dedicated pressure
sensor) and compared to the known height of the columns, then,
depending on v1’s depth the distances are measured to either
the top or base of all four columns. Using the vector from
v1 to the closest column, angles are subsequently measured
along the x - y plane to the two columns equidistant from
column one, in a similar manner to the technique shown in
Section III-C. These are then compared in size to generate
the smoothest path between the first and second column. The
distance values are then arranged in size and stored in an array,
along with their corresponding angles.

Fig. 6: Initial distance and angle calculations

It can be seen from Fig 6 that as v1’s starting depth lies
closer to the top of the columns than the base, the tops are
used for initial distance measurements. Columns have been
given arbitrary numbers in this instance and as column 1 lies
closest to v1, it is taken as the first to be surveyed. To further
reduce path length, angles are measured from v1 to columns
2 & 4 (both closest to, and equidistant from column 1) and
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compared to the angle between v1 and column 1 to determine
which column should be surveyed next. It can be seen that as
θ1 < θ2 the closest correlation is between columns 1 & 2 so
2 is chosen as the second one to survey. The order in which
the third and fourth column are chosen will be determined in
the next part.

B. Waypoints placement for navigation

A structured framework is required to guide both vehicles
towards a column and to leave them at a suitable position
for travel towards the next one, in order to minimise the
overall journey. Utilising a technique similar to that in [29]
it is reasoned that two waypoints can be placed at the apex
and base of every column (four waypoints per column at a
user definable distance dow from the column core on the x− y
plane) with their alignment such as to leave a vehicle as close
as possible to the next column where appropriate. To illustrate
this, placing two waypoints at the top of column 1 in alignment
with column 2 involves the use of a virtual line which passes
through the apex of both columns. Two waypoints are then
placed upon this line at either side of column 1 - one nearside
to column 2 and the other farside (these points are equidistant
from column 1 at a user determinable length horizontally from
its core) using the following equations.

xn =
a2x1
a1 + a2

+
a1x2
a1 + a2

(12)

yn =
a2y1
a1 + a2

+
a1y2
a1 + a2

(13)

xf =
x2(a1 + 2a2)− a2x1

a1 + a2
(14)

yf =
y2(a1 + 2a2)− a2y1

a1 + a2
(15)

Where a1 is the horizontal distance from column two’s
core to the nearside waypoint, a2 is the horizontal distance
from the nearside waypoint to column one’s core, (x1,y1)
are the coordinates of the top of column two’s core on the
x− y plane, (x2,y2) are the coordinates of the top of column
one’s core on the x − y plane, (xn,yn) and (xf ,yf ) are the
coordinates of the near and farside waypoints respectively.

This process is then repeated for the base of column 1 before
applying the same overall method to column 2. As the first
two optimum columns have been chosen based on vehicle start
positions, a scan can then be performed from the last waypoint
on columns two and three to determine the next closest leg
using the caveat that the scan now falls beyond 1.2*dow to
ensure no return to a previous column.

Fig 7 displays the validity of this approach where fifteen
intermediary waypoints are numbered (two each on the top and
bottom of every column), providing an avenue for vehicles to be
manoeuvred efficiently around the entire structure. It is shown
for example that w1-w4 are placed such as to provide guidance
first towards the top of column one (w1 - the closest point to v1)

Fig. 7: Initial waypoint placement

and also place vehicles (following column survey) at a location
where they can then swim directly towards column two (w4

- w5). Lines are placed in the figure where the intermediary
journeys take place between actual column surveys.

C. Adjustable survey parameters

Fig 7 showed four waypoints per column and these can
be utilised to create both near and far side virtual columns
on which to place a number of zigzagging waypoints. The
number of waypoints is user-determinable depending on the
detail requirements of the survey. By way of illustration, in Fig
8 five slanting loops have been determined (every column will
have a horizontal loop at its top and base to inspect the join at
both platform and ground), therefore virtual lines are formed
on the nearside and far side from w1 → w7 and w2 → w8

respectively, these are then used to place w3-w6 in a staggered
effect as start and end points for the five R2 sub-planes. Other
adjustable parameters include inter-vehicle formation distance,
range of repulsion from object surface, distance of waypoints
from surface etc.

Fig. 8: Waypoints placement

D. Formation of suitable R2 sub-planes

One of the advantages of the fluid formation technique is that
vehicle pairs are devoid of angular constraints and are free to
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swim at any position relative to the other with their separation
being the only determinable factor. In Section III-D an R2 sub-
plane was generated when a pair of vehicles enters the repulsive
sphere surrounding an object with the plane lying on v1, v2
and the object’s centroid. As vehicles are only constrained
by their separation distance the plane can be formed at any
angle relative to an earth-fixed frame yet still allow boundary
coverage for some objects in three dimensions underwater. This
is unsuitable for ground-based vertical columns. For a start,
v1 and v2 are free to approach a column at any angle with
respect to each other so may arrive vertically, horizontally or
at any intermediate angle. Secondly, to allow variable levels
of survey by increasing the number of loops up and down the
column it is clear that the object centroid cannot lie on the
plane, except in the case of a single loop from top to bottom.

In order to rectify these issues and allow the number of
loops to be determined by the user, the midpoint mw is chosen
between waypoints on the zigzagging formation for each sub-
plane - this is in place of the object centroid from Section III-D.
Then, as v1 & v2 enter the column’s repulsive range, their
midpoint mv is taken as the second point to lie on the plane. A
small extrapolation from mv in an x− y direction is then used
as the third and final point to enable provision of a controllable
boundary plane for survey.

Both the loop count and repulsion range can be adjusted to
allow for a general or detailed survey approach for differing
vehicle types, camera calibration etc.

V. RESULTS

To evaluate the proposed concertina method’s efficacy and
survey ability, two different scenarios have been simulated
using the MATLAB software suite.

A. Scenario 1

A scenario involving two vehicles and a four-column
platform was employed with a seven loop survey count - note
as the apex and base of every column is fixed to a flat surface
(i.e. the offshore platform and sea bed), both extremities on
each column are surveyed using a horizontal loop to ensure a
full inspection. Start coordinates for v1 & v2 are (-20,60,75)
and (-15,65,85) respectively, columns have height h=70 m,
radius rl=6 m and centre base coordinates (65,0,0),(0,-65,0),(-
65,0,0) and (0,65,0). Waypoint distance is set at dow=12 m
from each column’s core with repulsion range set at roi=4 m
from their surface. Inter-vehicle formation distance sv=1 m
and waypoint COA radius wr=1.5 m, with force scale factors
shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Scale factor quantities for potential field equations

Force Scale Factors for Potential Fields
Attractive Goal
or Waypoint ka

Object
Repulsion
ko

Inter-vehicle At-
traction kv

Inter-vehicle
Repulsion kr

1 1×108 1×10−5 3

In Figs 9 and 10 it can be seen that both vehicles are
successfully guided towards the top of the closest column,

Fig. 9: Inspection of oil rig using five loop concertina effect -
3D view

Fig. 10: Inspection of oil rig using five loop concertina effect -
side on view

where they then loop downwards, covering the entire depth of
the column. From the base of column 1 both v1 and v2 swim
directly to the base of column 2 before looping up towards
its apex and then moving on to column 3. All columns are
successfully inspected before vehicles arrived at the final goal
point.

In Fig 11 the elevation of both v1 and v2 is plotted throughout
the entire journey from their initial start positions until all four
columns have been surveyed and the final waypoint reached.
Fig 12 then displays the distance between both vehicles for the
entire trajectory, showing a uniform increase/decrease seven
times during the survey of each of the four columns.

B. Scenario 2

To demonstrate the suitability for different sized structures
and varying parameters a further scenario was simulated
featuring a smaller structure. This time the columns had height
h=40 m, radius rl=6 m and centre base coordinates (45,0,0),(0,-
45,0),(-45,0,0) and (0,45,0). A tighter inspection was performed
with thirteen loops per column and repulsion range was set
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Fig. 11: Vehicle elevation (m)

Fig. 12: Inter-vehicle distance (m)

at roi=2 m from the columns’ surface. Vehicles were initially
placed closer to the sea floor ((-20,70,10) and (-10,73,12) for v1
and v2 respectively) to verify whether they would start at the
base of the closest column, and waypoint distance was halved
to dow=6 m from the columns’ core. Inter-vehicle distance,
waypoint COA and force scale factors were as before.

In Fig 13 it can be seen that both vehicles swim towards the
bottom of the closest column, where they then loop upwards
in a tighter form than previously, covering its entire height.
From the top of this column they then move directly to the
top of column 2 and repeat the survey process until the whole
structure has been inspected.

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A proper analysis of the results will best be served in light
of the initial challenges posited in Section IV i.e.

a) Choosing the order in which legs are surveyed for path
minimisation.

b) Ensuring vehicle waypoints are positioned appropriately
for movement to the next leg in turn.

c) Allowing adjustable survey parameters e.g. how many
times each leg is circled along its depth, distance from
column surface etc.

Fig. 13: Smaller platform with tighter inspection - 3D view

Fig. 14: Smaller platform with tighter inspection - side on view

d) Creating a suitable survey plane within R2 to prevent
collision with columns.

a) Figs 9 and 10 show that both vehicles swim towards the
closest edge of the nearest column from their start positions
and it can also be observed that the second column surveyed
is the closest in line with both the start position of v1 and the
first column chosen, showing the effectiveness of the method
proposed in Section IV-A. The ability to achieve a complete
survey by the shortest path possible regardless of vehicle start
position (different start positions are shown in Scenario 2 - Fig
13) maximises power saving and helps to reduce the threat of
collision.

b) As Figs 9 and 10 show, waypoints have been strategically
placed allowing the same level of inspection for all four indi-
vidual columns. Taking columns 1 and 2 as examples, although
each column contains the same number and arrangement of
waypoints, these are not a set pattern arbitrarily placed around
each column but are positioned such that the final waypoint on
column one corresponds to the initial one on column two to
minimise path length and maximise ease of approach (please
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refer to Fig 11 for the close correlation of both vehicles’
elevation throughout the entire survey mission). This method of
arrangement occurs irrespective of the vehicles’ start positions
and orientation to the overall structure (see Figs 13 & 14 for
a scenario with different start positions).

c) Two different scenarios were deliberately simulated using
varying parameters to investigate the technique’s effectiveness.
Vehicle start positions along with loop count and repulsion
range from the surface of each column were varied and in
both instances a collision-free journey with minimum trajectory
was obtained. To verify the parameters’ effectiveness, take for
example the user-defined distances for vehicle separation sv=1
m, column radius rl=6 m and repulsion range roi=4 m in
Scenario 1. Given these values, it should be expected that as
vehicles loop around each column their separation distance
would vary from 1 m to 20 m in a concertina effect. This is
verified and observed in Fig 12 with the closest inter-vehicle
distance throughout the entire journey recorded at 0.58 m.

d) While the work presented in [?] provided ideal sub-planes
for inspection of 3D objects, due to the fluid nature of the
vehicle formation it is unsuitable for ground-fixed structures.
However, using both mw and mv to generate the R2 sub-planes
has allowed substantial controllability and the smooth looping
trajectories which can be seen in Fig 9. In Scenario 1, Fig 10
displays a side view (two columns directly obscured by columns
in front) emphasising the similarity of the sub-planes which
look identical from this angle (see also Fig 14 in Scenario 2).
Further confirmation of the fixed looping trajectories can be
found in Fig 12 where the inter-vehicle separation increases and
decreases uniformly during survey with the same maximum
value recorded for every loop and no collisions; Fig 11 shows
the elevation of v1 & v2 throughout the journey and highlights
the high level of cooperation between both vehicles as they
survey the opposite sides of every column.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper a unique method has been shown for the
inspection of underwater structures using autonomous vehicles
in three dimensions. Vehicles were guided in a flexible forma-
tion, free of angular constraints (reducing computational load)
towards the supporting columns of an offshore oil platform
using traditional APFs, whilst opposing RPFs were utilised on
2D sub-planes for column inspection using a concertina effect.
Vehicles are guided such as to perform a complete survey
with minimum path length. Simulation work was successfully
performed on two different scenarios without local minima
issues or the GNRON problem common in potential field work.
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